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IBandemonium
'95

(

ASC Student
makes Pig of
himself.

ASC's Women's Tennis Team Wins First
National Championship

CONTRIBUTED BY DARRELL
STEPHENS, SPORTS INFORMATION
DIRECTOR

Armstrong State's women's
tennis team didn't wait for the
1996 Atlanta Olympic games to
see the handing out of gold
medals. The Pirates captured
their own gold when they swept
through the NCAA Division n
National Championships in
Davis, California, to earn the
school's first NCAA team Cham
pionship. ASC claimed the title
on May 14 with a 4-0 decision
over Grand Canyon (AZ) Uni
versity.
ASC, the number one seed
in the tournament and the topranked team in the nation in
NCAA II for the entire season,
encountered little trouble in win
ning the championship. The Pi
rates only scare came in the
semifinals when ASC took a 4-2
decision from the defending Na
tional Champion, North Florida
Mark Beyers, ASC's third year
coach, felt that the Pirates had
a pretty good chance to win
going into the tournament But,

he said "Rollins, North Florida, and
Grand Canyon had good teams. I
guess we just played the best out
of those teams this particular week"
ASC opened the tournament on
Thursday, May 11, with a 4-0 win
over California State at Los Ange
les. The Pirates then took a quarter
final win over California State at
Bakersfield on Friday, also by a 4-0
margin, and advanced to the cham
pionship match with the 4-2 win
over North Florida on Saturday. The
Ospreys had beaten ASC, 4-3, on
March 7. The Pirates then captured
the National Championship with a
surprisingly easy 4-0 win over Grand
Canyon
"I couldn't believe it," said Beyers
"I expected Rollins to win When
they didn't, I thought we matched
up very well with Grand Canyon I
was very confident about it (the
match). But that it was going to be
this easy, I didn't know."
Beyers felt that the doubles point
in the title match was very impor
tant, "The doubles point is so big.
We play so much more at ease
when we're up 1-0." Grand Canyon's
Denise Valentin and Penny Statters
won the number one doubles pair-
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Front (L to R): H islria va n der Leij. Regina Wieser. Jea nine Christian Back (L to
R> Sandra van der Aa. Ilka Mathiak, Coach Mark Beyer s. Monika Wisse r, Katrin
Bauersachs

ing, 8-2, and April Yarmus and
Tina Lopez were up a service
break at number two. But the
Pirates Regina Wieser and Monica
Wisser recovered from the early
deficit to win 8-4 in the second
pairing, and the Pirates number
three team of Hiskia van der Leg
and Ilka Mathiak won , 8-4, giv
ing ASC the doubles point.
The National title was ASC's
first intercollegiate team National
Championship. The Pirates

Pradeep Raman (1991) and Philipp
Schertel (1992) won National
Championships in men's singles
In addition to the National
Championship, the 1995 women's
tennis team won their third con
secutive Peach Belt Athletic Con
ference Championship, and fin
ished the season ranked first in
the nation in NCAA H. The Pi
rates concluded the year with a
17-3 record

Bandemonium '95
Submitted by Student
Activities

Joe McKenzie
And the house came
crumbling down on Satur
day, January 28, as
Bandemonium '95 rocked
its way to a maddening
climax. Eight local bands
came together to find out
which is truly the best
band in the Low Country.
Competing were: The
Stand, Gone Dogs, Bend
Sinister, Reckless Abandon,
Common Heart, Pig Fat,
Hope to Die and Zellus.
The audience grew and
finally filled the Fine Arts
Auditorium. First up was
Reckless Abandon, from
Guyton, who have only
been together for four
monthes. Although this
was their first competition,
the band appeared confient

Next up was The Stand,
with members from as far
away as Alaska, California,
and Virginia They have
been together for two years
and were named Best New
Band at Bandemonium '93.
The band hopes to rekindle
the music scene in Savan
nah.
Josh Allen described the
group
as
"Redneck
Thunderfunk". Zellus, a hard
core band from Port Royal,
has only been together for
three months. They roused
the audience by giving
away t-shirts and drum
sticks.
Gone Dogs, from South
Carolina have been around
for four years. Before taking
the stage, they prayed to
help be able to bring people
together with music.
There were two "Chris
tian Rock" bands: Hope to
Die, together for a year and
a half, and Common Heart,

who have been together for
five years. Rocking for J esus
Christ Himself, Common
Heart had their sights not so
much on winning as spread
ing the will of the Lord. Both
bands are from Savannah.
Perhqps the most unusual
band was Pig Fat, from
Statesbora They had Records
and Gina Suarez of A+M

Records. Davenport has pro
duced names such as The
Black Crowes and Guns and
Roses. Suarez has worked
with Sting, Allgood and
Bryan Adams.
Bandemonium was a
great success for Rock Me
Productions and Chairman
Brad Jensen, who put on the
awesome show and elabo

rate mixture of hard cor
smash, country twang, an<
even rap with scratching
records.
Band membe
When the awards were pre
sented, Pig Fat walker
away with the "Most Orig
nal Band", "Best New Band
and "Runner Up" award:
Bend Sinister was name:
"Best Instrumental Band
Gone Dogs, who also woi
"Best Vocals", were crownec
champion of Bandemoniun
'95.
I-95's Jay Sinclair, thi
year's host, commented tha
he felt this year's was th<
best competition and tha
the most talented band
walked away with th<
awards. He also added tha
all of the talent was still ii
the potential stage, like die
monds in the rough.
The event, cosponsored
by WIXV, was judged by a
panel including Scott
Davenprot from Geffen

CUB Chairpersons Named
Submitted By Student Activities

The SGA exec utive council
has selected four of f ive
College Union Board
committee chairmen and
extended the application
deadline for t he fifth.
Angie Murray was reap
pointed as Emcees Chair
man Emcees (a play on
the acronym for Memor ial
College Center Cafeteria)
offers a variety of pro
grams from c omedians
and musicians to hypno
tists in the cafeteria
throughout the year.
Murray chaired Emcees
during the 1994-95 aca
demic year and was a
member of the Abraham

Baldwin Agricultural College
Program Board before her
transfer to Armstrong. Her
organization's efforts to pro
mote and create a club
atmosphere for their programs
have contributed greatly to
the success of su ch events at
Katsy Chappel and Geechy
Guy.

committees such as guest
speakers or travel programs.
1994-95 O pen Door Chair, Holly
Paluha, recently coordinated
the Pun Flicks and Virtual
Reality programs in the
cafeteria Paluha, who was
also active in campus activities
at Young Harris College, will
work with Rock Me Productions
next year.

James T. Moir has been
selected to chair Open Door
Productions for t he upcoming
year. J.T. worked with Emcees
during the past year and has
program coordination experi
ence as the Youth/Recreation
Coordinator for White Bluff
United Methodist Church. In
addition to annual events
such as Homecoming, the
Beach Bash and Birthday
Party, Open Door P roductions
can coordinate any programs
not covered by the other

The 1996 Miss ASC Pageant
Committee will be chaired by
Jennifer Wu. Jennifer is a
junior English Communications
major who has held numerous
leadership responsibilities for
Phi Mu Sorority. The Pageant,
sponsored annually during
January, is a n official prelimi
nary of the Miss G eorgia and
Miss A merica Pageant Associa
tions. Affiliation i nvolves
promotion, c ontestant recruit
ment and year round planing.
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The Pageant Committee also
coordinates the annual
selection and presentation of
the Queen and Court during
Homecoming.

regional bands.

Applications for the Visual
and Performing Arts Commit
tee (VAPAC) ch airmanship
have been extended indefi
nitely. VAPAC sponsors visua
James Dion C ouch has been
handed the reins to Rock Me programing for Studi o A, the
College Center's video screen
Productions. Rock Me spon
ing room, art exhibits in the
sors concerts by contempo
Fine Arts Gallery and perform
rary musicians, dances and
ing arts presentations by
the annual Bandemonium
competition. Couch, a former nationally renowned artists.
Next February VAPAC and
musician, has coordinated
the Masquers will cosponsor
concerts for c ommunity
performance and workshop b^
organizations and has ad
the National Shakespeare
ministrative experience with
Company.
VAPAC will also
the Coast Guard reserve.
be
actively
involved in
Dion's p lans for the upcom
"Distinctively
Sou thern" a full
ing year include more
week
of
cultural
events on th<
cooperative programs with
Armstrong Campus leading
area radio stations and
up to the 1996 Olympics. For
utilization of the new
Shearouse Plaza for outdoor
more information on the
VAPAC c hairmanship or
performances by local and
membership contact the

Dr. Raymond and Dr. Pruden Implement Chinese Studies
3y Beth Harper
>taff Writer

On April 5th and
6th, Dr Raymond (an En
glish professor here at
Armstrong), and Dr. Prudent( a History professor)
took a trip to Baltimore
Maryland for a conven
tion at Towson State Uni
versity. Their purpose for

attending this convention
was a continuation from
last August when they and
nineteen other professors in
the University System went
to China for three weeks
for a program entitled
"China's Humanities Tradi
tion" Their joint speech for
this convention was called
"Faculty Development Semi
nars in China Internation

alizing the Humanities Cur tion, Dr. Prudent talked and stories based on
riculum in Post Secondary about how the program western culture and not
Education" They spoke to works and Dr. Raymond just eastern culture, he
try and get other humani explained what he encourages students to
ties professors in the Uni learned from the three explore the theme of
versity System to attend this week program in China happiness and to
program in China and get and how he implements broaden their scope to
information on Chinese cul it in his courses here at other civilizations that
ture, so that they will feel Armstrong. One example they would not normally
comfortable enough to use he used was to tell about take an interest in when
Chinese history in their his English 101 and 201 taking a humanities
teaching. At the Conven classes. Through poems course such as English.

"It's Not Easy Being Pink ! !"
Dion Couch
' are you doing Friday?" she
says. Sure enough Dion was
On April 8th, out there F -i ay in front of
the grand finale in the 1995 Saturn of Sc amah, hawking
Kiss-A-Pig fund-raising effort Larry's cars and promoting
for the American Diabetes the dynamic duo of Bums &
Association was held in Bolton.
The finale Saturday
downtown Savannah.
Several
prominent night was a big success!
Savannahians were in the Over $40,000 was raised for
running for the right to kiss the American Diabetes
cousin "Porkchop" in the Association. While Bums &
name of charity. The Bolton came in 4th, raising
contestant that raised the over $4,000, their efforts did
most money would have not go unnoticed. They
the honor to smooch away. received the coveted
Bums & B olton, WCHY- Congeniality Award (Isn't that
94's morning radio kind of like a Kiss-A-Sister
personalities were some thing?!) Dion did get his "pigvery involved contestants. ture" in the Savannah News
After exhausting all efforts Press, jamming on his
to have someone "fill-in" inflatable guitar with the Erok
their pig costume, their Band, but he wasn't in it for
people contacted A1 Harris, the fame. "My grandfather
the Director of Student passed away a couple of
Activities. A1 promptly went years ago from complications
out and recruited Dion relating to his diabetes" Dion
Couch to help out - after continues "Being able to give
Mike, Chris, Ben, and something back in his
everyone else turned him memory is important to me,
down flat Dion spent the and besides the point, I feel
next hour in front of M arket he would get a kick out of
St. Buffet waiving at cars me dressed in a pig suit."
driving by and generally
acting the fooL "You're the
WAY TO GO DION!!
best pig we've ever had "
THE INKWELL IS
Debbie Bolton told him She
PROUD OF YOU!
reeled him in as if he were
in a fish costume. "What

!y Iggy Pey
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By Beverly English
Stall Water

In the Fall of
1994, we surveyed 100
ASC students about their
opinions on smoking in
and around campus
buildings. The issue of
smoking on campus has
been on the hot seat for
a number of years. A
few years ago, students
were banned from
smoking in the cafete
ria, bathrooms and all
stair and hall ways. Fac
ulty members voted on
whether or not to ban
faculty smoking in build
ings at about the same
time, but many pro
tested and few could
agree and it was left up
to the individual depart
ment heads and deans
to decide which build
ings would be smoke
free. The newer buildings
have stricter guidelines
on smoking, with the
Health Professions build
ing having the strictest
policy of a ll Other build
ings, such as Gamble
and Victor have the
worst records, with stu
dents often complaining
of e ntering hostile envi
ronments where smoke
drifts in the hall and stu
dents feel unwelcome in
the closed door offices
of professors who seem
more concerned for their
own comfort than the
health and well being
of those around them
Students have
complained that the
policy allowing faculty
to smoke behind closed
doors is unfair, but no
one seems to listen.
When I began having
problems with a faculty
smoker, I made my opin
ions known It did little
good I went to see the
president. As I entered
the side door with it's
glowing blue and white
"No Smoking* sign, I was
immediately hit with a
blast of.„...can ytm

guess cigarette smoke. The
secretary's office was hung
with low lying clouds and
I stood there in amazement
The president wasn't in As
I left gagging and gasp
ing for a ir, I st ared back at
the "No Smoking* sign and
shook my head knowing
this was going to be a los
ing battle. The vice presi
dent suggested I g o before
the executive committee.
Several members seemed
impressed with the student
smoking survey results,
even sympathetic to the
plight of those unfortunate
enough to have low toler
ance levels for air borne
pollutants, but I left with
the feeling that nothing was
going to be done to change
things. I don't know what
is worse, having to endure
injustices or trying to make
other people aware of in
justices and then do some
thing civilized about it
There is nothing
wrong with smoking on oc
casion, enjoying a cigar in
the privacy of your home,
smoking a pipe in one's
study or a cigarette or two
at the bar Unfortunately,
the majority of p eople who
smoke, smoke too much
and put themselves and
others at risk. It is sicken
ing to see someone you ad
mire smoking cigarettes as
if t here were no tomorrow;
blowing smoke in a babies
face and wondering why
they stay sick all the time.
It is mind boggling to see
a smoker with a severe
cold, asthma or bronchitis
who alternates between
wheezing coughs, puffs of
smoke and an inhaler and
blames their condition on
the weather When smok
ing gets to this stage, it is
no longer a pleasure to the
smoker or anyone else. It
is hard to just stand by
and watch someone hurt
themselves and not show
concern. It's even harder to
allow someone to hurt you
and others and pretend
that it's not your position

to say anything about it
People say it is pointless to
argue with someone who
already has their mind
made up and maybe they
are right, but I can't help
thinking that intelligent
people are willing to listen
to reason and are willing
to think about the conse
quences of their actions, es
pecially if su ch persons are
tenured professors, depart
ment heads or deans who's
job it is to teach students
critical reasoning skills. You
don't have much in the way
of c ritical reasoning skills if
you can't figure out that
smoking kills people, causes
cancer and lung disease
and a host of ot her illnesses
from which you are not mi
raculously immune and to
which it is unfair to submit
others to. For thos e interested
in someone others opinion
than my own, which even
I am getting tired of repeat
ing, we present a summary
of the results of the student
survey on smoking.
Of 100 students sur
veyed on the ASC campus,
30% claimed to be smokers.
Of those 30%, 16% clas sified
themselves as occasional
smokers, 27% said they were
light smokers, smoking any
where from 10-20 cigarettes
a day. The remaining 57%
classified themselves as me
dium smokers, smoking
about a pack a day. No
one claimed to smoke over
25 cigarettes a day in this
survey.
Opinions about what num
ber of cigarettes smoked
constituted a light, medium
or heavy smoker varied On
average, nonsmokers felt 1120 cigarettes smoked a day
constituted a heavy smoker,
smokers said 31-40 and so
cial smokers said 21-30.
Most smokers started
smoking between the ages
of 10 and 13. Most claimed
they began to smoke be
cause of peer pressure from
friends and siblings. Most be
gan to drink at the same
age they began to smoke.
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A few started smoking in
the military. One had to
learn to smoke for a the
ater role and never gave
it up. An overwhelming
number of smokers con
tinued to smoke due to
relieve stress. Occasional
smokers also smoked
when stressed or in situa
tions in which alcohol
was involved.
When asked if
they felt smoking was as
bad for t hem as the me
dia claimed, over 90%
said yes. Over 80% of
smokers and nonsmokers
alike, personally knew
someone who had died
or developed a health
problem directly linked to
smoking.
Almost everyone
knew that students were
not allowed to smoke in
side any building on the
ASC campus, but nearly
half of those surveyed

were unaware that cer
tain faculty were allowed
to smoke in their offices
while others were not.
Ironically 89% of nonsmokers (compared to
73% of smokers) thought
it was unfair that students
were not allowed to
smoke in buildings, but
faculty were. On the same
token, 86% of nonsmok
ers said that they would
support a ban on smok
ing inside and directly in
front of c ampus buildings
and doorways while 78%
of smokers were against
such a ban
Seventy four per
cent of nonsmokers were
bothered by secondhand
smoke on the campus
grounds. Fifty one percent
of th em are also bothered
by smoke inside of cam
pus buildings. Seven
smokers also claimed to
be bothered by the smoke
inside buildings!
When asked if
students would support
an enforcement of a fine
for t hose littering campus
grounds (whether it be

gum wrappers or butts),
86% of nonsmokers and
65% of smokers said they
would support such a
ban. Seventy six percent
of nonsmokers and 65%
of smokers said that they
would be willing to see
such fines used for the
building of smoking ga
zebos (covered seating ar
eas with sandy centers
for butts (cigarette one's
that is) and wind pow
ered turbines on the roof
to help pull the smoke
away from passersby)
away from door entries.
Other students sug
gested that the Health Pro
fessions department get
more involved in the
smoking issue on campus
and hold an open forum
discussing ways to elimi
nate some of the smok
ing problems and still
keep everyone happy.
One woman suggested
that laminated posters be
placed in areas where
smokers tend to congre
gate. These posters would
list some of the danger
signs of c ancer and lung
disease as well as offer
helpful tips on how to quit
the smoking habit
Carol Schmidt and
Lynn Benson claim that
the smoking cessation
clinics offered at ASC in
the past have not gone
over well. Most of the
smokers who attended the
clinics dropped out after
the first few weeks and
returned to smoking ah
well, everyone has prob
lems and old habits are
hard to break, but if you
are a smoker, please bear
in mind that smoking kills
people. The warning on
the carton doesn't say that
there's a 1 in a million
chance you'll get lung
cancer. It says, "cigarette
smoking causes cancer."
How much application of
critical thinking skills does
it take to figure that one
out? Now go out card kick
some butt!!!

New Legacy for ASC: Sports Complex
;y Stua rt Crosby
tall Writer

As Dr. Roger Counsil
completes his fourth year
as the athletic director at
Armstrong State College,
he has seen many
changes that have had
an effect on the ASC pro
gram.
Among those
changes are the construc
tion and the subsequent
completion of a new
gymnasium, the issue of
gender equity, and the
growth of an athletic pro
gram. As he deals with
these and other issues,
Counsil is satisfied with
the progress of the pro
gram to date and is look
ing forward to the future.
As the gymnasium
nears completion, Counsil
is pleased with the
progress of the addition.
"You can see the changes
daily," he says. "They
have done final painting
in certain places, the lock
ers have been installed,
and they are putting in
the porcelain bathroom
fixtures" However, there
have been delays in the
construction The gym
was to have been ready
by the first of the year.
Counsil admits, "There
have been setbacks.
Weather being one of
them" Despite the con
struction delays, Counsil
feels the students and staff
will be pleased with what
they see when the project
is completed some time
in May.
The many benefits
of the new gym will con
tribute to Counsil's feeling
. of it being "The first build
ing on campus that has
a true feeling of bigness."
Counsil explained, "Our
(current) gym was built
for a junior college of

about 1,500 to 2,000 students
We have long overgrown
it. It has become an em
barrassment to us because
we can't accommodate two
teams (both men and
women) with only two dress
ing rooms when we play a
doubleheader. So, w e need
the space for intramurals
and instruction, but we also
need a nice, big facility for
an intercollegiate program."
The full capacity is expected
to be up to 4,000, and prob
ably 4,500 with a gradua
tion configuration with
chairs on the floor. The new
gym will allow the physi
cal education department to
gain four new classrooms
and extra lockers in addi
tion to what is in the cur
rent facility. While the origi
nal gym will be used for
intramurals and classroom
instruction, the new gym
nasium can be a factor in
terms of recruiting potential
athletes.
How will the new fa
cility compare with other
Fteach Belt conference mem
bers? "Counsil answered,
"From an activity standpoint,
the new gym will give us
three additional activity
spaces that will accommo
date various groups rang
ing from physical education
to intramurals to cheerlead
ers and varsity teams when
it trains. We have a lot of
people who will benefit."
Counsil points out these
groups currently have to
fight for availability in the
current gym and he feels
that problem should be al
leviated.
The supervision of a
new gym is not the only
issue Counsil is dealing with
The growth of the ASC pro
gram is an area he has
taken pride in. "I've seen
sports like volleyball, cross
country and women's ten
nis grow from being mere
token sports to sports that

are viable in our confer
ence.
Last year our
women's cross country
team finished fourth in the
region and we sent our first
female runner to the na
tionals. We are ranked in
both men's and women's
tennis. Volleyball is prob
ably our least successful
sport and they are still
around the .500 mark in
wins and losses. They are
improving yearly."
Counsil has also taken
pride in the improvement
of both basketball pro
grams and the general
standing of the athletic
program. He points out
"We have two full-time
coaches for the first time
in recent history. Our men's
team won the conference
championship. We pride
ourselves in running a
clean program. We are
recruiting athletes who
belong in college. We
aren't recruiting "hired
guns', but people who are
candidates for graduation.
Our GPA is higher than the
student body by a consid
erable margin. We feel we
are serving the purpose of
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college athletics and that
is a public relations win
for the institution and ral
lying point for the student
body, the alumni, and the
public who follows us."
One issue facing col
lege athletic departments
is gender equity. Origi
nated from Title IX which
was passed in the early
1970's, many schools must
find ways to give women
the same athletic opportu
nities as men Counsil said,
"During the last two bud
get periods I have tried to
move monies (to the
women's program) and not
hurt the men's sports. I
am making a conscious
effort (for the school) to
comply with gender eq
uity." Counsil said the
school has a five year plan
to meet the needs of fe
male athletes. He feels this
plan will allow him to
gradually phase in pro
grams for women as well
as not hurt the programs
for men Part of the plan
includes the implementa
tion of a softball program
The coach, who will be
hired in early fall, will be

' Alt!

in place for a year with
out recruiting athletes In
stead, he will be trying
to get the field in shape
and will begin to corre
spond with athletes, etc."
Counsil is hopeful the
team will begin play next
year.
Other concerns from
he athletic director's office
include adding another
staff position and upgrad
ing the baseball field.
Counsil's proposed faculty
addition is in the field of
advertising. "A full time
promotions person would
sell advertising and do
various promotions for th e
department." he says. As
far as the field goes,
Counsil feels the depart
ment will have to "Start
from square one and

build a baseball field" A
drainage and irrigation
system, as well as reno
vated dugouts are among
the possibilities in the
works for the new field

Be there to
see a new
era tor ASC!

1995
INTRAMURALS AND RECREATIONAL

Spring Champions

Softball
Co-Rec League Champios New Breed
2nd Place
Raiders
Men's League Champions Pirates
League games were played at the Paulson Softball Com
plex on Sunday afternoons.
Games will en on Sun
day, June 4.
**•

These three teams represented ASC in the Georgia Colle
giate Softball Championships
in Atlanta on May 19-21.
New Breed placed third in the Co-Rec Division. Three AllStars were chosen from their team: Slate Williams, Jodi
Hatfield, and Steve Mathis.
***

Volleyball
League Champions
^

.Foreigners

ASC INTRAMURALS/ SPORTS

***Games were played on Monday evenings in the gym.
Play ends Monday, June 5.

Aerobics
Classes are held on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday at
noon.
Plans are being made to arrange classes for the
summer. Please let
me know if you are interested-Lynn
Roberts, Intramural Director, 927-5336
AND RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES
PAGE 6

ASC DEFEATS MOREHOUSE IN NCAA TOURNAMENT
Story and photos by J. Dion Couch
The Armstrong State College men's bas
ketball team, participating in its' first NCAA
Division II tournament since 1977, defeated
Morehouse by a score of 78-70. A packed
house of 833 boisterous fans enjoyed this
historic last game in the Pirate's Den The
Peach Belt Athletic Conference Champion
Pirates received an at-large bid to the tour
nament, largely on the basis of their 20-11
record (14-4 in conference). ASC led most of
the game, building a double digit lead by
halftime. According to Coach Griff Mills, "the
first twenty minutes went as expected" In
the second half however, Morehouse turned
up the intensity and physical level of play.
"Anytime you play a team the caliber of
Morehouse, they will come back, " Mills said
And come back they did, getting to within 3
points with two minutes left in the game.
ASC held on to their composure though, and
came away with a hard fought victory.
When asked what best describes this
years' effort, Coach Mills replied "Our team is
real close on the floor and they work well
together. We didn't have a real go-to guy,
everyone had a lot of input We also had a
lot of seniors playing their last year of col-

ASC play ers celebrate historic victory

lege basketball." The departing seniors are Johhny Galyon, Brian Green, Travis Kirgan,
Jock Page, Shon Petty, Heath Schroyer, and
Dusan Stevic. Dusan has been selected in
the 8th round of the USBL, a professional
summer league, by the Atlanta Trojans. Heath •
Shroyer will be an assistant coach at King's
River in California and the others are con
templating their future after ASC B-ball Coach
Mills, "really appreciates this team, espe
cially what the seniors have done this year.
Not only on the team, but off the court as
well, for instance the way Jock Page worked
through his academic difficulties speaks well
of him"
What's next for the Armstrong State men's
basketball program? Coach Mills is already
at work recruiting for next year. NCAA Divi
sion n schools are allotted 10 basketball schol

arships (3 less than Division I) and Mills
looks to fill them up with players of the
same qualities "Good students, people, play
ers, in that order, " Mills continues, "players
that know their role, and then try to im
prove to change that role." Usually the day
after opening practice the team will hold
walk-on tryouts to round out a 16 player
team
The PBAC Championship and NCAA
Division II Championship Tournament Par
ticipant banners have been ordered The
new building has been built All we need
next year are 3,972 fans to attend each
game and make 1995-96 as successful as
this year . Congratulations to the Pirates on
a great season, and good luck to you de
parting seniors!
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Dusan Stevic goes up tar the jump ball while
Brian Green (5) and Shon PerryOO) look on

1995

Summer Programs
Plans are being made to offer the following activities:
• Natural High Events
Get Some...Sense in the Sua Thursday.; June 29
10:45 am by the Fountain
- Basketball Leagues
• Golf Tournament
• Aerobics
• Open Recreation
Access to table tennis, basketball courts, weight room., tennis courts,
swimming pool
Moving into the Sports Center will allow more opportunity tor open recreation times.
Please let me know oi activities that you would like to see offered
Lynn Roberts-Intramural Director, 927-5336
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Elizabeth is driving east at a rate of seventy-two miles per hour in a twenty-five
' mf l e £ £ £ £ » !» J o » p e d d l i n g s o u t h u p hi l t a g c d n s . t r r f f l c « l o u r U n t o ,
an hour A hurricane is traveling north-north east just off the wed coast
Cuba^at a
rate of 6 miles per hour Meanwhile somewhere in the Pacific; a freighter, two days out
of Manila, is traveling at ten knots, longitude one hundred thirty-two, seven minu
west, latitude thirteen, twenty minutes south, with one fifth the crew suffering from
clap contracted on liberty call two days prior to sailing and trying to navigate from
the stars on a night with one hundred percent cloud cover while being pursued by a
tsunami with a minimum wave height of zero feet and a maximum wave height of
one hundred fifty feet. How long win a policemen at Donut World in Aurora, Di have
to wait for two donuts and one cup of coffee if the server takes fifty times the length of
time it takes a topless dancer in Miami, Fla to travel three and one half feet during a
back flip with a one half turn from the stage to a table with a vertical height change
of minus three feet, which is equal to the number of seconds, times the speed of sound,
it takes for Brian to have a blood vessel in his brain blow out during a algebra test in
math ninety-nine in Savannah, GA when the daytime high in Fairbanks, AK. is thirtyeight degrees.
Submitted by Brian McMillan

ITION MAY
MATH FINj

Resume & Report
Specialist

&

OFFICE SERVICES
6606 Abercorn Street
Suite 202

354-3900
Typing
Bookkeeping
Reports & Resumes
Clerical As sistance Services

Letters to the Editor
must be presented
with a name in or
der to printed We
can withhold your
name upon request

EDITORIALS
Dear Editor:
I have found difficulty in purchasing
textbooks from the Armstrong State College
bookstore on more than one occasion Also,
I have learned from talking to other students
that many of them have faced the same
difficulties in purchasing textbooks. Therefore,
I believe the bookstore should have more
textbooks available for students. I would
personally appreciate the student govern
ment looking into this particular problem
Hopefully, they can persuade the bookstore
to keep larger numbers of books available
for students. I would be very grateful to see
this problem improved, and I know that
others will be grateful also.
Stephen C. Sikes
Dear Inkwell:
The Black Crowes canceled their concert
for April 18th in the Johnnie Mercer Theatre.
Their last performance in the venue sold out
two weeks prior to the show; a week prior to
this scheduled performance not half of the
tickets were sold It might be a sign of what
has been happening in Savannah over the
pdst few years - good local music and
regional acts have helped our community to
not be bored and not be watering at the
mouth for recognized national acts.
Music as it is viewed by the common

American is now still a concept that is
changing. Earlier this century recorded music
made local music halls just one source of
aural nutrition, not the only source. People
might have even supported the local church
for that chance of having music in the form
of organ and choir. But now we are free of
that ball and chain. Like the window unit
was to the cool breeze, a recorded tune can
make someone forget about the living breath
ing musician that was a basic unit of culture
before music had to do with a mass audi
ence.
The tough part of such a transition is
that, like that same cool breeze, the devalued
musicians are by their essence unable to
represent themselves and fight for proper
recognition They specialize in a language
that does not translate. Their worth only
changes with cultural trends, and an increase
in the popularity of the local musician would
often indicate a downward trend in the
economic situation of the society. Oliver
Goldsmith, the Eighteenth Century British
playwright, expressed in an essay titled "The
Deserted Village" that the progress that has
come with industrialization and more intricate
social structures often has an estranging effect
for the individual, the smallest indivisible unit
of that progressing society. The youngsters
that might have sung in that villages choir
were now eking out existence as understudies
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in London's theaters or perhaps not singing
at all but merely existing. The Vaudeville
theaters in the heart of Depression-era
American cities have been bulldozed and
now we see musicians as flat faces on
compact disc cases.
And the singers of our time might be
too busy watching reports of Woodstock on
television or reading the charts to see how
many records someone else has sold to ever
let their lungs enjoy their addiction. Today's
guitar pickers might not be able to strum
for their fingers are in their ears keeping out
industries deafening hum.
So the Black Crowes, a music group
from Atlanta that has played around the
world and been heard by millions of
people, were not heard by Savannah's
music lovers. Was it because we are ignor
ing mass culture, the juicy carrot of musi
cians not found on any chart? Or is the
collective consciousness of a city that still
respects sidewalks, shade trees, and parks
saying, "Maybe next time, pretty Progress.
We've got time.?"
Lee Nettles

(CONT'D PG. 15)

Times
Tee begin at 1:15 pm
Entry Forms and fee (to be determined) should be sent to Lynn Roberts, Intramural Director
For more Information call 927-5339
NAME

ADDRBS/DQ>T:

PHONE

HANDICAP:

TEAM MEMBERS
1

3

Sponsored by Intramural and Recreational Activities

I

ASC's Men's Tennis Team Makes
National Playoffs
CONTRIBUTED BY DARRELL STEPHEN ,
SPORTS INFORMATION DIRECTOR

The Armstrong
State College men's
tennis team partici
pated in the NCAA
II National tourna
ment at Davis, Cali
fornia
The Pirates won
a first-round match
from Hon (NC), 4-2,
before bowing out of
the tournament
when they lost to
Lander Univeristy, 40. Lander went on
to win its third con
secutive NCAA II
National Champion
ship,

int (L to R): Da n Oakes, Sundar Raman, Heath Marshall, Chad Bundy Back (L to R): Luc, Richard, Philipp
ScheiteL Anders Ohlsson, Coach Andreas Koth, Anders Elfving, Catlin Gavirilas, Trini Ooi
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By Beth Hcapei
Stall Wrttef

Computer science prolessor Stephen Jodis presented a speech entitled
Experiences and Successes in Teaching a Language Many CS Students DidntWant
to Learn: COBOL at this year's Association for Computing Machinery Southeastem Regional Conference held at Clemson University.
"Many computer science students see no value in taking a COBOL pro
gramming course." he said, "until they begin to notice the number of job
advertisements requiring the applicant to have knowledge of the language."
Even if s tudents are aware that knowledge of the COBOL l anguage could
help them to locate an entry level job, m any still find the course to beless than
exciting. The presentation of the COBOL course has evolved over the past four
years from an introduction to COBOL via a software engineering approach, to
introduction to COBOL, software engineering, and how it applies to real world
events and situations, he said Over these years the response of the students to
the course has improved, the amount of material covered has increased,
andwhich require knowledge of COBOL
For t hose of us uninitiated into the realm of computer science, COBOL i s a
"fourth generation" computer language. The language is not so much used in
its pure form as it is utilized as the base for o ther programming systems, where
knowledge of COBOL better enables students to operate and problem solve in
the offspring language. In the 1991 curriculum, COBOL's course status was
changed to elective. Students viewed the course as an outdated and worthless
language, and class enrollment dropped so dramatically that the entire struc
ture of the r.irres had to be reevaluated. Now, instead of "just learning the
language," the shift has allowed for more applocation in the field, focusing on
software design, maintenance, usage of software tools to aid productivity, and
good documentation practices.
The prerequisite for the class is CS142 (Pascal before Spring 94, Ada
thereafter.) Fbr m ore information, please contact Professor Jodis in the computer
science department: sjodis@armstrong.eda

Armstrong State College/Tybee Island
Armstrong State College
Campus Program
Elderhostel at Armstrong State College

Contributed by Renee
Hudson. Elderhostel Co
ordinator

What is it, anyway?
The
college's
involvement
with
Elderhostel has spanned
over 7 successful years and
we are still growing! We
have watched our program
grow from 4 weeks of
summer programs at one
site to 45 - 50 weeks of sell
out sessions at two sites —
the campus and Tybee
Island. The two sites run
simultaneously and offer
basically the same types of
classes — history of
Savannah and the state,
music appreciation, ecology
of our coastal area, shipping
and many more!

1st Annual Student Exhibit Successful

Faculty and Students view poster presentations in the
Faculty Dining Room.

Special Thanks to
The Judges:
Dr. Frank Butler. Dr . Sa ra Connor Dr J oe Buck, Mr . Bill Kelso
The Sponsors:
Armstrong State College Allumni Association, Armstrong State College SGA.
Caldwell Banker. Catered Creations by Dawn, Home Depot, Joel & Com pany,
Krogers, Lamar Outdoor Adventures. Natures Pantry. Plantation Auto Parts. Publix
Acknowledgements:
Armstrong State College Elderhostel. Arm stong State College Plant Operations,
Biology Club. Tri Beta, Kim Fbrt , Vicki Kohout

Once upon a time, in an aca
demic corridor not far from here, stood
one man, Dr. Keith Douglass, with one
vision, to hold an annual college wide
student exhibition An exhibition that
would highlight those students on this
campus that put extra effort into their
academic careers and go above and
beyond the normal call of duty. The
response and enthusiasm for this no
blest of noble ideas could only be char
acterized as overwhelming.
Then, last spring quarter, sev
eral faculty in the Behavioral Sciences,
(Dr.'s Kingery, Walker, Taylor, Cornell, &
Khondker) conducted a survey of all
ASC faculty to gauge the number of
student projects across campus. The
results were quite surprising. As it turns
out, in any given academic year there
are several hundred projects being con
ducted across campus that represent
efforts between students and faculty. So,
the groundwork had been laid, and what
better time to have the 1st A nnual ASC
Student Exhibit than the college's 60th
anniversary.
With a lot of h elp from a lot of
people, the exhibition became a reality.
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Students and faculty from a wide range
of departments participated in this first
endeavor. There were projects from Biol
ogy, Psychology, Chemistry, Math and
Computer Sciences, Sociology, D ental Hy
giene, Anthropology, History, Art, and Eco
nomics. A total of 18 exceEent exhibits
The judging was very difficult, but after
several deliberations, the judges ( Dr. But
ler, Dr. Conner, Dr. Joe Buck, an d Bill Kelso)
were able to announce four student awards
of $20 0 each. The awards went to Michael
Frick w/ Dr. Khan from Biology, Ales Zidek
w/ Dr. Bykat from Math and Computer
Sciences, Judson Kratzer w Dr. Yentsch from
History, and Sonya WhaEey w/ Dr. Walker
from Anthropology.
Although this years event was
coordinated by Dr. ComeU, Dr. Awong-Taylor, a nd Kelly Swain, rumor is that others
are invited to assist in coordinating this
event next year, and the years to foEow.
We hope that the exhibition wiE becom e
bigger, better, stronger, in the years to
come, as we make this first event a tradi
tion here at ASC. Many thanks to aE
that helped

Bits and Pieces
Stop Smoking

sent to this address
Cartoons
P O. Box 10551
Beverly Hills, CA 90213
If you would like
your copies to be re
turned, please include a
SASE

Smokers who want to kick
the habit can attend an
American Cancer Society
Program, Freshstart, begin
ning in May. Freshstart
clinics will be held at 6:00
pm to 7:00 pm on May
25, 30 & June 1, & 6 at
Armstrong State College.
Sessions will be conducted
ATLANTA - Peace
by Dave Lake, a trained
Corps is offering a free
volunteer of the Ameri
educational workshop on
can Cancer Society. For
Friday, June 9 from 9:30
more information please
am to 1:00 pm at 101
call Sylvia at 355-5196.
Marietta Street, NW, Suite
2324 in Downtown At
Cartoons
lanta The workshop will
provide information on
.ed
career opportunities in
If you are a college more than 93 countries
student and have and returned Peace Corps
authored editorial/political volunteers will describe
cartoons, I want them! I their experiences overseas.
Peace Corps is ac
am a clinical and sports
psychologist who writes a tively seeking applicants
weekly syndicated sports with experience in edu
column (Celebrity Sports cation, agriculture, health,
Talk, now in its eighth natural resources, conser
year) for Copley News vation, business, skilled
Service. I am currently trades and other areas.
Peace Corps volun
in the process of putting
together a column of edi teers make a two year
torial/political cartoons commitment to serve over
authored by college stu seas and must be a
United States citizen at
dents.
Subject matter of the least 18 years of age in
cartoons may be about good health. There is no
virtually anything regard upper age limit Peace
ing national or interna Corps pays transportation
tional situations. No car to and from country of
toon will be published service and provides three
without written permission, months of language and
which will be requested cross-cultural training.
During service, vol
at the appropriate time.
Complete author credit unteers receive a living
will be given to the car stipend, health care and
student loan deferment.
toonist
If this project catches Upon completion of two
your interest, please sub years service, volunteers
mit 1-5 published or un earn a readjustment al
published samples of your lowance of $5,400. Spe
work (copies, not originals) cial graduate study pro
along with a briefs infor grams and scholarships
mal note about yourself also are available to re
If more information is turned volunteers.
To r egister or for more
needed, you will be con
information,
call (404) 331tact
Materials should be 2932.

.
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A performance by the Armstrong Wind Ensemble,
under the direction of William Keith on Thursday,
June 1st at 8:00 pm in the Fine Arts Auditorium This
performance is free and open to the public. For
more information contact 927-5325.

Wind
Ensemble
in Concert

A ribbon cutting and official opening of the new
82,000 square feet Armstrong State Sports Center will
be held on Saturday, June 10th at 10:00 am. This
event is free and open to the public. For more
information contact 927-5336.

summer
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The Savannah Institute for Education in the Arts (SIAE)
presents two-week art workshops for talented high
school students; three separate institutes are held in
the following areas: vocal/theatre/dance, instrumen
tal music, and visual arts. Students will interact
daily with professional artists, exhibit and perform their
work, do field studies, and learn alongside other stu
dents who are serious about working in the arts. Some
partial and full scholarships to the institutes will be
awarded Students may stay in a dormitory room or
commute to campus each day. This event will take
place between June 26 and July 7. The institutes are
primarily sponsored by the Armstrong State College
Department of Art and Music and the Savannah/
Chatham County Public Schools' Visual/Performing Arts
and the Magnet Divisions.
Armstrong State College's School of Health Professions

has received a $90,000 gift from Candler Health System,

Inc. For the last three years Candler has given the
school $30,000 each year. This year's final installment of
$30,000 will be used to purchase equipment for Armstrongs
new Department of Physical Therapy. The balance of
$60,000 will be used to support programs in health pro
fessions.
According to James Repella, dean of health professions
at the college, the importance of Candler's gift should
not be underestimated "We simply could not have set
up a physical therapy without assistance like this," Repella
says. "Since many of our graduates become employed
locally, it is mutually beneficial for us to work with the
health care community and fine tune our curriculum to
reflect the dynamic changes going on in the health
care delivery systems."
Bill Doyle, executive director of the Candler Foundation,
says the gift is an example of two premier institutions
working together for t he public good Area citizens win
twice," Doyle says. "They win once by having the only
physical therapy program south of Augusta in their area
and they also have the opportunity to receive quality
care from therapists trained right here in Savannah.
While the final $30,000 is earmarked for p hysical therapy,
Candler's prior support has been used to meet a variety
of needs in the School of Health Professions. Armstrong is
delighted to accept this gift of $90,000 to provide Savan
nah and the Low Country with a state-of-the-art re
gional School of Health Professions and a new physical
therapy program," says John A Gehrm n, vice president
of college advancement at Armstrong. We loo k for
ward to continued collaboration with Candler.
St. Joseph's and Memorial Medical have also made
$90,000 commitments to the School of Health Professions.

I SPY - "International Forum Lecture Report"
By Christina Allen
Student

The recent lecture given
by Mr. James McCullough
here at Armstrong was both
entertaining and informative.
Mr. McCullough came to us
through the persuasive ac
tions of Dr. S teven Rhee, Di
rector of International Pro
grams at Armstrong.
James McCullough is a
senior officer with the Cen
tral Intelligence Agency for
the last 34 years. He has
served as Chief of Staff to
three previous CIA Directors:
Casey, Gates and Webster.
Mr. McCullough is presently
on a leave of absence from
the CIA and is teaching at
the University of S outh Caro
lina
He has obtained a
Bachelor's degree from Aus
tin College, Austin Texas, A
Master's degree from Louisi
ana State University and

postgraduate courses from both
Stanford and Harvard Univer
sities. He is also fluent in the
Chinese foreign language.
His lecture entitled "Ameri
can Intelligence at the Cross
roads" began with a history of
the CIA The CIA was cre
ated in 1947. Back in the late
1940's and early 1950's America
was in a state of shock over
the cold war (spread of com
munism), so President Harry S.
Trumccn formed the Central In
telligence Agency.
Mr. M cCullough used his
lecture as a public awareness
tool focusing mainly on the
primary purposes of the CIA
He defined "Intelligence" as the
gathering of information on
foreign groups. The CIA re
ceives this information through
informants in which they call
agents. They recruit these in
formants solely for the infor
mation they hold The CIA
then determines which foreign
groups the U.S. should consider
as a possible threat.
The lecture also explained

the three primary missions of governments, ie. North Korea,
the CIA The first is espionage. China, and Libya Another new
This practice is essentially the mission is the trans-national is
use of agents to gather raw sue, in which the U.S. could face
intelligence that may or may nuclear, chemical or biological
not threaten the US.'s national threats, along with an increased
interest. The second mission is availability of weapons for ter
analytical In this mission, the rorist groups. One terrorist act
CIA officers compile all of the most recently visible was the
above information together and bombing of the World Trade
determine what is true and Center in New York a couple
false. Finally, the third mission of years ago. On the other
is the most extreme: covert hand, the uniqueness of the
action. This is an action in CIA is such that the Central
which American foreign policy Intelligence Agency by law
is conducted secretly. This tac must report to Congress upon
tic is used when diplomacy no demand No other intelligence
longer is effective. In the 1980's agency in the world has to
this mission occupied about 5% abide by those strict require
of the CIAs budget: nowadays ments.
Presently the Central In
it occupies 1%.
telligence
Agency is involved
Mr. M cCullough continued
the lecture by stating what he with a restructure commission
feels as the importance of the The Aspin Commision headed
CIA and what makes the CIA by former Secretary of Defense
so unique. The current mission Les Aspin, will decide whether
of the CIA now that the cold or not the CIA will continue to
war is over targets mostly ter exist. The key issue for this
rorist groups who have nuclear commission will be not only fo
capabilities along with those cus primarily on the CIA but
countries with unpredictable also on the other American In-

Mr. McCullough ended his
lecture on the note, that he
is quite confident that the
commission's decision will be
in favor of the CIA, so that
the CIA will be able to fulfill
future missions.
Mr. McCullough gave
a very thorough and pictur
esque view of the Central
Intelligence Agency. Mostly
by down playing all of the
myths most of us Americans
perceive from watching
James Bond movies or from
reading Tbm Clancy novels.
One thing was very appar
e n t t h r o u g h o u t Mr.
McCullough's lecture; he be
lieves whole hearted in the
fundamental functions of the
CIA and is very concerned
with raising public aware
ness of t he value of t he Cen
tral Intelligence Agency.
•—Editorial Note: A tew ot
these latest have changed
in the last month with the
bombing in Oklahoma
and death ot Les Aspin.

TREATMENT OF FEMALE PRISONERS IN CORRECTIONS
Submitted by Antoinette R.
Harshaw

During our visit to the
Sheriff's Chatham County De
tention Center we were exposed
to a number of different ways
that the prisoners were treated
We started in receiving and
processing. The prisoners would
be seen by a registered nurse
on staff 24 hours a day for blood
work, etc, then the prisoners
would be fingerprinted, photo
graphed, charged and booked.
The prisoners would receive a
ten minute phone call on the
pay telephones. If th e prisoner
makes bail or is bonded then
they must call someone to pick
them up. The prisoners while
being held for booking are
placed in a holding cell with
nothing within but a cold slab.
The juveniles that are brought
in ar.e immediately taken back
to the juvenile detention area
for processing.
During out tour of the fa
cilities w e found that the pris
oners that were unruly or "b ad
boys" were restrained in a chair
and wheeled around if they
do this prior to being processed

The prisoners are color banded
to determine their level of ag
gressiveness. The inmates gen
erally wear green uniforms.
The females in the facility
are housed in a separate unit.
The pregnant females wear blue
dresses. There are female trust
ees that wear pink shirts and
brown trousers who "style" the
womens' hair twice a week and
receive $2.00 per day for their
services which goes into their
prison fund The female prison
ers are segregated from the rest
of the population, not only in
their unit, but also in their op
portunities within the jail facil
ity. The females are not given
the opportunity to work on their
drug problems, because they are
not given drug rehabilitation.
There is a mental ward, but the
population tended to be entirely
male. If there were females in
the population there was no evi
dence of this. The males are
also entitled to receive training
from Savannah Technical Com
munity College and have been
since at least as early as 1989.
However, the females are ex
cluded from all training and re
habilitation because of their "spe
cial problems." females are dis

criminated against in the deten
tion center because of t he sheer
numbers of the facility. The
present population on the day
that we visited was 1001 per
sons. Of that 1001, 102 were
females and 999 were males. The
explanation for the females not
receiving equal opportunity to
include religious teachings by the
chaplain in the facility is because
of the "special problems" for t he
females. The females "special
problems" were never elaborated
upon but somewhat accepted as
an excuse.
It is appalling to me that
females can not receive equal
treatment in a facility because
of their small size, and elusive
"special problems." females have
been a throw back of society
and when they fall from grace
they are treated more harshly.
It may seem a very little thing
that the facility is to tally geared
towards males in the population
and the females are excluded
however, I feel that there is a
critical element that needs to be
addressed. I don't believe that
the prisoner rights are segregated
by males and females. Even the
violent juveniles in the detention
facility receive a better chance
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of getting equal treatment with
the adult males.
I feel that the access to re
ligious instruction, therapy, drug
rehabilitation, and education
should not be denied These are
all used as management tools
for b ehavior modification in the
facility. The facility is also
equipped with a nice gym and
fooseball table and will be re
ceiving a pool table that is be
ing donated All facilities in the
gym are bought with funds from
the co mmissary m n b y the/fa
cility purchased with the prison
ers funds.
The classification of a pris
oner is very important when he
or she is brought into the facility.
Special pains are made to sepa
rate prisoners who have prob
lems with other prisoners already
incarcerated Prisoners that know
that they will have a conflict
with someone who has caused
harm to an incarcerated indi
vidual or their family is moved
to another pod
The facility was found to
be a modem, up to date facility
with a full staff The upper rank
ing officers in the facility were
all male from what I could tell
The administrator was a major,

the chaplain a captain, anc
there were several lieutenants
mainly male. I was told thai
there were two female lieuten
ants, one retired 1 April, and
the other was off tha t day. There
are plenty of career opportuni
ties at the facility for graduating
seniors with criminal justice de
grees. If the student seeks tc
continue their education there is
a possibility for reimbursemenl
and advancement.
In conclusion, I found the
facility to be very modem The
worst part of t he facility was cell
block #5 where the individuals
were housed up to six to a room
This was linear supervision as
opposed to direct supervision ol
the prisoners. When prisoners
act up they are locked down for
23 out of 24 ho urs a day. And
if they act up they are not al
lowed out for that hour. The
general population pods had twc
televisions in them and was
controlled with one officer pel
pod inside. The facility was well
maintained and the only rec
ommendation that I would make
is that they implement programs
immediately for the females anc
stop creating elusive "special
problems" to prevent this.

"Sense in
the Sun"
Thursday, June 29,1995
10:45 a.m. to noon

by the fountain

Snacks, information, free samples of sun screen products
and drawing prizes
AMERICAN CANCER
SOCIETY

SENATORS
CAUGHT
SOLICITING
Everyone in the United
States was appalled by the
bombing of the federal
building in Oklahoma City
including the members of
Student Government at
Armstrong State College. At
their Thursday April 20, 1995
meeting several Senators
expressed their desire to aid
the victims of the bombing.
On Saturday April 22 mem bers
of SGA solicited money along
the median of Abercorn for
the victims. On the following
Tuesday a cookout was held
at the fountain with the
proceeds going to the disaster
relief fu nd SGA raised a total
of $360 for the innocents
affected by terrorism

Sponsored by ASC Intramural and Recreational Activities Department (927-5339)
and Office of Alcohol/Drug Education (927-5271).
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BEACH BASH '95
It was an overcast Friday and the
rumors were- flying that Beach Bash would
be moved, again. Upset by the rumors I
went to the head honcho in Student Activities,
A1 Harris . The rumors were false! Beach
Bash was still on and we all headed to
Spanky's for free food, free prizes, and free
tickets to the Olympics. Well, maybe it w as
just th e beach Olympics, but you realize the
speed required of the relay racers in the
"Duck walk," the gymnastics involved in
the "Tub-a-ruba," the strength required in
the tug-o-war, and the coordination required
for the "Dizzy izzy" if you had seen the
performance of t hese olympiads at the beach
Everyone had a great time especially the
person who walked away with a free
bodyboard and the other one who walked
away with the free radio.
Is Student
Activities crazy for gi ving away such great
times and things for free? If you missed out
stick around and check out Beach Bash '96
next year.
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Beach Bash '95

NOT

OUT

ASC Featured
Foreign
Entertainment
coking for something to
io this summer? How
lo traveling into Europe,
naking foreign friends,
earning foreign lan
guages or teaching En
glish sound to you? If
ou would like to study
ibroad, the Sixth Anmal International Lan
guage School can pro
vide the international
earning experience for
ou. July 10-July 29,
995 will hold three ex
iting weeks full of
eaching, learning, tourng and having fun Afer you arrive in Pilsen,
a the Czech Republic,
rou will stay
at the
Jniversity of West
tohemia dorms, if you
xirticipate in the TESL
xogram. Four days a
veek, for one hour, you
vill learn practical
"zech, and for two hours,
rou will apply the
teaching English as a
foreign or Second Lan
guage (TEFL/TESL) by
:onducting discussion
groups in English for
"zech students. It is a lso
possible to participate as
x stu dent or a teacher,
n which case you will
9am or teach all the
ime. Participating as a
eacher can be applied
o faculty members as
veil
Your three weeks
n the beautiful Czech
Republic will not be enirely spent at school.
)n Wednesdays and

Sundays, all day field trips
are planned which will in
clude touring the capital,
Prague, the spa towns of
Marienbad, Karlsbad, and
Franzenbad, hiking in the
ttowns of Marienbad,
Karlsbad, and Franzenbad,
hiking in the Sumava
mountains, and visiting
other historic and cultural
cities around Pilsen. An
Intermational Night will be
held one evening, wherre
you will be able to meet
student from various coun
tries such as Germany, the
Netherlands, Italy, Japan,
the Czech and Slovak Re
publics, and many more.
Music and skits will fill the
evening, along with ca
sual interaction
After having three
weeks of fu n in Pilsen, you
might not expect to re
ceive anything from it.
Well, guess again It is
very possible that you
could earn academic
credit for your unique intercultural experience. If
you're thinking it will cost
too much, there's no need
to worry. Ifor just $600.00,
plus travel to and from
Pilsen, you can acquire the
new skills, international
flair, and possible credits.
For further informa
tion and applications, con
tact Dr. Charles Hall, Uni
versity of Memphis, TN
38152; phone: (901) 3240377;
email:
haHc@msuvx2memphis.edu;
fax: (901) 678-2226.

Several of ASC's
Organizations raffle off a
parking space.
And the Winner Was . . .
SCOTT OLIFF
MAKE SURE YOU GET YOUR TICKET NEXT YEAR!

High
School Art
By Beth Harper
StaH Writer

The Armstrong De
partment of Art a nd Mu
sic, in conjunction with
Congressman
Jack
Kingston, hosted the First
Congressional District High
School Art Exhibit from
April 10-28. Students com
peted for a number of
cash awards as well as
the prestigious Congres
sional Art Award which
was presented by Con
gressman Kingston The
winning entry, a Polaroid
transfer entitled "Doll Parts
Series" by Andrea Hadley
of St. V incent's Academy,
will be a part of the Na
tional Art Exhibition of
high school students' work
and will be displayed in
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the corridor leading to the
U.S. C apitol in Washington,
D.C. The preliminary selec
tion of artwork was made
by the
faculty of the Department
of Art. The selected works
were then juried by a lo
cal art professional
Chris Keane's wood
relief "Down in the Mouth,"
Daniel Wiggins' paper
"Dolamic," Jessica Orgeron's
ceramic "MyRight Foot,"
Tina Free's weaving "Blan
ket," Ethan Fischer's photo
graph "Capturing Man and
Place," Madeline Griffen's
collage "Broken Hearts,"
and Jeff Szwast's paintstick
"Abstract Hammer" were
presented Armstrong Stu
dent Government College
Union Board awards of
varying amounts. Ron
Lewis of Windsor Ff orest High
School was awarded a $100

High School Student'
Choice Award sponsored b
an anonymous donor fc
his acrylic "Blue Quest," a
well as a $600 ASC sclfo
arship awarded by the De
partment of Art and Mu
sic.
Sara Willis fron
Effingham County Higl
School won a second $60i
scholarship. Beth Clarke
Denny Davis, Emily Bake
Alan Cook, Christina Ch:
mera, Kelly Simpson, Rand'
Simpson, a nd Beth Monti
were also awarded honoi
able mentions. Special rec
ognition should also b<
given to professor Rache
Green for organizing th<
competition

population the right to
decide what is right for
All letters to the
the majority? It has
been said that Newt
Editor must be
and
Rush worked handsigned. Names,
in-hand, or vice-versa to
however, can be
aid in the success of th e
withheld upon
Republican campaign.
request.
This seems pretty dan
gerous to let a radical
talk show hosts, who ba
Dear Editor:
sically says whatever he
A lot has been said
can get away with,
about Newt Gingrich.
guide your political
How he is an excellent
thinking. On the other
debater and a leader for
hand, if Rush can ma
conservative ideals. I be
nipulate the thoughts of
lieve Gingrich is just a
14 million viewers to
shepard whose found a
vote in favor of a can
flock willing to follow him
didate it is not bad
blindly no matter what. thinking to have this
This "Contract with
man in your pocket.
America,* why is it so But just wh o are the 14
important that it be million viewers? On
pushed through in 100
Frontline that aired on
days? Why, maybe be February 28, 1995, Peter
cause it doesn't give those Boyer de scribed 63% of
against it time to plan them to be white,
and rally support? When middle-aged, well edu
this contract was made, cated, suburbanites and
who decided what poli conservative. He went
cies would be under at even further to say,
tack? The originators "They are pro-business
probably contacted Rush and anti-taxes. They
Limbaugh to rally the think big government
"dittoheads* or the special social welfare programs
interest groups, and big are wasteful and don'f
businesses who supported
work They trust Rush,*
Gingrich's campaign, to even though Rush has
lay down the framework. been known to miscon
Many of the ideas are strue information from
very controversial and
time to time. That is a
radical I know many of
scary thought having 14
your families didn't real
million ill-informed vot
ize it would mean a loss
ing age individuals. The
of feder al funding for edu fact that they are
cation (grants and loans
against welfare seems
included).
to contradict what con
America wake up! servatives value mostThis is not a contract with
their jobs. Most of the
America, it's a contract
people on welfare are
with t he evangelists, prowomen and minorities
life groups, special inter
and these are the
est groups, and big busi
people they are afraid
ness. Normal everyday
may take their jobs.
citizen's were not included,
What fascinated
if you we ren't an extreme
me most was the ex
conservative this contract
tent that these followers
is not for you . Who gave
allow other people to
a minority of the the
make their decisions.
An excerpt was taken

from one of Rush's shows,
where Kristina Mann was
sharing "her" ideas on
Hillary Clinton
Kristina I a m a per
son that's not real thrilled
when women get in
volved like that. I mean
she's the First Lady. She
should act like a First
Lady.
1st Limbaugh Fan:
Act like a First Lady?
Kristina She's not
acting like a First Lady.
2nd Limbaugh Fan
Or even a lady.
Kristina Yeah, true,
or e ven a lady. That's it.
(sourse show #1311)
Is she saying
women don't belong in
politics or maybe women
should revert back to the
60's when they knew
their "place" (in the
home)? In her last sen
tence Kristina clearly does
not know what she is
talking about, she has al
lowed the other fan to
interpret what she "thinks"
she meant. I would not
want a woman or a man
who lets others guide
their thinking in office on
Capitol HilL So the next
time you vote think about
who and what you are
voting for, be an informed
voter. Do n ot elect any
more "dittoheads", we
need real people with
real ideas for government
Not people who blindly
sign an agreement be
cause it is the only way
to get into office.
Mies
DEAR EDITOR:
I a m writing about
the article that appeared
in last quarters issue of
the "Inkwell". The title of
the article dealt with par
ents bringing their chil
dren to class, I don't think
that people bring their
children to class in order
to interrupt the class.
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Sometimes the baby sit
ter calls at the last minute,
the child is sick and the
parent can't afford to miss
class because their be
loved professor wants
them there everyday, or
the childs' school is out. I
don't see a lot of c hildren
roaming around Arm
strong, but of course I am
not here everyday.
I understand that
Armstrong doesn't provide
child care, but has that
subject been talked about
seriously. It is pro ven that
some schools lose money
from their child care pro
gram, but if planned ef
fectively maybe a child
care program at Arm
strong can be the first of
many to succeed.
Suggestion, maybe
student affairs can pick
someone to head a com
mittee for parents who
need someone to watch
their children for the time
that they are in class. All
the parent has to do is
tell the sitter how long
they will be in class. With
enrollment increasing
each quarter maybe a
child care program could
be beneficial. Thank you,
U
HOW MUCH DOES ASC RE
ALLY CA RE?
While working on the
recent Masquers produc
tion of "Steel Magnolias"
a serious problem came
to my attention. Many of
the buildings here at ASC
are not equipped for
h a n d i c a p p e d
accessability. This includes
Jenkins Hall, where the
Masquers performances
are held. Jenkins Hall
does not have any wheel
chair ramps, as well as
handicap equipped
restrooms. Also, many of
the classes offered here at
ASC are on the 2nd floors

of seve ral other buildings,
which do not have ac
cess for handicapped stu
dents.
The American Dis
abilities Act of 1990
catagorizes schools such
as ASC as facilities Cat
egory 10, in Section 301(7).
As such, Sec 36.201(a)
comes into play. This sec
tion "Prohibits discrimina
tion on the basis of dis
ability in the full and
equal enjoyment of goods,
services, facilities, privi
leges, advantages, and
accommodations of any
place of a public accom
modation..."
Not o nly is it wrong
in a legal sense for the
school to not make things
more handicap acces
sible, it is also very wrong
in a moral sense. The
handicapped students/
faculty here at ASC de
serve much more than
they are offered in the
forms of little pittances
here and there. By not
making these buildings
more accessible the
school is basically saying
"Sorry, but you are just
not important" Every stu
dent here at ASC deserves
equal treatment, whether
it is "cost-efficient" or not.
How can it be justi
fied to build a new gym
nasium, when no money
is put into renovations for
handicapped students as
mandated by law? I un
derstand the need for the
new gym, but I just ca n
not see spending the
money on it when such
things as this are still very
major problems. Or is this
not considered a major
problem yet because the
number of handicapped
students is still fairly low?
When will it become a
problem for someone be
sides them?
Michelle Cook

ARE YOU INTERESTED?

UPCOMING CUB
EVENT ! ! ! !

Are you interested in Summer Drama? If
so, Contact Dr. Mellen at 927-5627.
Are you Interested in participating in Stu
dent Honor Court? Applications available
in the Student Activities Office.
Are you interested in any Summer
intramurals? Call Lynn Roberts at 9275336.
Are you interested in being involved with
the Student Government? Senator posi
tions are still open. Applications in Stu
dent Activities office.
Are you interested in working on the
yearbook or the newspaper? Call 9275351 or go to the Student Activities office.

ROCK ME
PRODUCTIONS
PRESENTS

THE EROK BAND

Publications Editor
Annette Logue

Come out and lose those
finals blues...

Staff
Dion Couch
Stuart Crosby
Beverly English
Beth Harper

***FREE FOOD***

Contributions

Tuesday, June 6th
12 Noon
at Shearouse Plaza

Christina Allen
Dr. David Cornel,!
Antoinette R. Harshaw
Darrell Stephens
Student Activities
Student Government Assoc.

Advisor

(That is the new stage

Micki Lee

next to the cafeteria!!)
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